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Abstract. We present a new approach to achieve object identification
based on the use of phase correlation in the scale transform domain for
automatic character recognition. The results are extensible to other
fields. The proposed method is shown to be invariant to translation, ro-
tation, and scale. We extended the methodology used by Casasent and
Psaltis by considering a more efficient digital scale transform as an al-
ternative to the Fourier-Mellin techniques. To improve the discriminative
power, we introduce a new template matching based on the use of a
modified weighted log-polar spectrum. The correlations have been cal-
culated by using phase-only filters (POF) in a digital system. The pro-
posed method is able to provide discrimination between scale and rota-
tion in images to facilitate image registration. © 2003 Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1531189]
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1 Introduction

A classical approach to image recognition is the correlation
technique, also referred to as template matching. The cor-
relation process of a target image is a way to look for other
images that are similar to the target. Shifting the target to
every location in the image performs correlation in the spa-
tial domain. When the image dimensions are large, this
process is very inefficient. Usually the correlation is per-
formed in the Fourier domain where we can apply the con-
volution theorem. Pratt1 pointed out the two main tradeoffs
of the correlation process: the broadness of the correlation
peaks and sensitivity to noise. Chen2 extended the list of
tradeoffs to include the sensitivity to feature shape, size,
and orientation. All of these problems increase the diffi-
culty in the localization and identification of correlation
peaks.

The classical matched filter3–5 is used for determining
the presence of a known image in a noisy scene. One limi-
tation of the matched filter is that the filtering output is
primarily dependent on the energy of the input images
rather than on their spatial structures. This is why matched
filtering provides relatively poor discrimination between
objects of different shapes, which are similar in size or
energy content. Another problem is that the correlation out-
put presents difficulties in locating precisely the correlation
maximum, which corresponds to the image translation.
Nevertheless, this problem can be solved using a phase-
only filter �POF�.

A POF can be used for detecting expected objects in an
input image. Since only the spectral phase of the filter func-
tion is used for matching, the filtering output between two
identical but translated images yields a much sharper peak
than the classical matched filtering does, which makes the

detection of the maximum and the location peak much
easier. The POF is an accurate and efficient matching
method for image identification and discrimination of simi-
lar objects.

When the correlation process is extended to rotation or
the scale’s change of objects, the phase-only matched
method becomes rather inefficient �Fig. 1�. Figure 1�a�
shows the scale’s change effect of the letter E using POF.
Size variations go from 100 to 200% �x axis� and the cor-
relation values from 0 to 1 �y axis�. It is observed that with
a change of 10% in the scale, the correlation value de-
creases to 35% of its maximum value, and when the scale
increases �100%�, the correlation value decreases to 10% of
its initial value. This effect is also observed in the variation
of rotation of the letters, as can be seen in Fig. 1�b�. In this
figure, the decline is not so abrupt like it is compared to the
scale.

These correlation results suggest a need for the develop-
ment of new methods providing invariance in position, ro-
tation, and scale of the objects to be identified. By using
scale and rotation like additional criteria for object classi-
fication, we make the whole process more reliable. A para-
digm demonstrating the importance of invariances in object
recognition is the study presented by Soon, Karin, and
Alam6 for image recognition. They found that changes in
rotation pose a hard-to-tackle problem for all systems that
deal with pattern recognition. This holds both for electronic
and optical implementations.

In this study we develop an identification technique in-
variant to position, scale, and rotation for similar images
�E, F, P, H� and different images �A, B, C� with the purpose
of being able to use this system as a more general classifi-
cation scheme in the near future. A good application is to
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identify biogenic particles in sea water samples, for ex-
ample there are some current studies that emphasize these
directions.7–10 In this type of application is very important
to consider the invariance to scale and to rotation of the
images. For example, in phytoplankton, species exists with
a maximum of 15% size difference in adult organisms of
the same species, and in a sea water sample, the organisms
present different positions and rotations. Therefore, the
scale and rotation invariance in organisms of one species
does not matter if there exists difference in size or rotation
when the target is compared with other organisms.

We take care of several important points. First, the pro-
cess is digital only, numerical simulations were performed
to correlate the target with the different images. Second,
starting the analysis from the modulus of the Fourier trans-
form of the image gives us the invariance in the correlation
process to the position. Third, high frequencies are en-
hanced because we obtain more detailed information of the
contour of the image to be recognized. Fourth, we use the
scale transform because it is insensitive to scaling and ro-
tation. In this way we use the scale transform properties for
image identification and registration. All these points in the
image analysis give us a phase-only filter with the charac-
teristics of being invariant to scale, rotation, and position in
the correlation process.

This work is structured as follows. In Sec. 2, we de-
scribe all the processes involved in one invariant correla-
tion system. In Sec. 3, we present some examples. Finally
in Sec. 4, we summarize and discuss our invariant system
implementation.

2 Invariant Correlation

At present, there exist many approaches that have tried to
solve the problem of object classification and recognition
regardless of location, scale, and rotation of the candidate
objects. There are techniques based on circular harmonic
filters �CHF� that were applied by Zavala and
Alvarez-Borrego7 that possess some independence of rota-
tion, but are not invariant with respect to scale. Another
approach is the log-polar transformation, which was devel-
oped by Casasent and Psaltis.11 This work is considered a
milestone for the development of pattern-recognition sys-
tems, which are supposed to possess invariance with re-
spect to translation, rotation, and scale. The method turned
out to be efficient in the recognition of phytoplankton �see
Pech-Pacheco and Alvarez-Borrego�.8 In this study the au-
thors presented an optical-digital implementation of the
log-polar transformation with good recognition perfor-
mance.

At the same time we present some improvement by pro-
viding results with a better localization of the candidate
object. By doing so we achieve translation invariance to
some degree.

We introduce the scale transform12,13 in the correlation
process because of its invariance to size and rotational
changes. If we call c the scale variable, then the scale trans-
form and its inverse is given by

D�c ��
1

�2�
�

0

�

f �x �
exp�� jc ln x �

�x
dx , �1�

f �x ��
1

�2�
�

��

�

D�c �
exp� jc ln x �

�x
dc; x�0. �2�

The scale transform can be written as

D�c ��
1

�2�
�

0

�

f �x �x� jc�1/2dx , �3�

which shows that it is the Mellin transform with the com-
plex argument � jc�1/2. A practical realization of the
Mellin transform is given by a logarithmic mapping of the
input scene followed by a Fourier transform. Since we are
dealing with the Mellin transform of a complex argument,
there exists a direct relationship with the Fourier transform.
In particular if we define a signal

f l�x ��
1

�x
f � ln x �,

then by substituting in Eq. �1� we have

Dl�c ��
1

�2�
�

��

�

f �x �exp�� jcx �dx , �4�

that is F(c)�Dl(c), where F is the symbol for Fourier
transform. From this relation one can see the scale by re-
sampling the samples uniformly distributed of x with a
logarithmic function.

Fig. 1 Image correlation using a phase-only matched filter of E.
Correlation value versus (a) scale and (b) rotation.
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A nonseparable direct 2-D scale transform D(cr ,c�) is
used in this correlation process because it is invariant to
size and rotational changes, and is given by:

D�cr ,c���
1

�2�
�

0

��
0

2�

f �r ,��r� jcr�1/2

�exp�� jc���drd� , �5�

and taking the log of the radial coordinate ��ln(r), we get

D�c� ,c���
1

�2�
�

0

��
0

2�

exp��/2� f �� ,��

�exp�� j��cr��c��	d�d� . �6�

Figure 2 shows our method step by step. Figure 2�a� shows
the original image f (x ,y), consisting of the image of the
letter E. Figure 2�b� shows the modulus of the Fourier
transform of Fig. 2�a�. An enhancement of high frequencies
�Fig. 2�c�	 is applied to this modulus. Here we compensated
the characteristic drop-off of the modulus with high fre-
quencies by applying an inverse decay filter. This results in
an enhancement of the modulus at high frequencies �we
enhance the high-pass filtering effect, which consists of ap-
plying a parabolic function to the modulus of fast Fourier
transform �FFT�. In this way, low frequencies are attenu-
ated and high frequencies are enhanced in proportion to
wx

2, wy
2). Consequently, the effective weighting filter ap-

plied is �r , and by using this we obtained the maximum
reliability in the classification procedure. Once this effect is
applied, the modulus presents a shape, as observed in Fig.
2�d�, where we can see the high frequencies in a more
significant manner, which helps us to obtain a good identi-
fication of the object to be recognized. Then the scale fac-
tor, �r �Fig. 2�e�	, is applied to the image of Fig. 2�d� �r is
the radial spatial frequency, the origin of which lies at zero
frequency in the optical representation of the Fourier spec-
trum�. This process is what differentiates the scale trans-
form from the Mellin transform. The effect of this factor on
the module of FFT is radial only. After these steps, we
mapped the Cartesian coordinates �Fig. 2�f�	 to polar coor-
dinates �Fig. 2�g�	. In this step we introduced a bilinear
interpolation of the first data of coordinates conversion.
This is done to avoid the aliasing due to the log-polar sam-
pling. Figure 2�h� shows the image in polar coordinates,
�using logarithmic visualization�, which is going to facili-
tate identification invariant to scale and rotation.

This image �Fig. 2�h�	 is the one that is going to be
correlated with the classical filters or with the phase-only
filters, but in these cases the filters are invariant to position,
rotation, and scale.

3 Results

3.1 Discrimination of Similar Images

To know if the method of identification does a good job, we
need to know first if the system is able to discriminate
between similar objects. To do so, we selected the letters E,
F, P, and H, all of which had the same font-size and the
same font style.

In Fig. 3, we can see the corresponding correlation
among the different letters and the POF of the letter E.

Figure 3�a� shows the autocorrelation of the letter E. The
graphic of the correlation results is typical for the phase
correlation type: a narrow peak with no side-lobes.

Figure 3�b� shows the correlation of the letter F with the
POF �letter E�. The cross-correlation value is 0.27. This
indicates that the letter F is only 27% similar to the letter E.
The noninvariant correlation value of POF �letter E� with
the letter F is 0.78. This indicates that the letter F differs by
22% from the letter E. Therefore, our methodology dis-
criminates more efficiently.

Figure 3�c� shows the correlation of the letter P with the
POF �letter E�. The cross-correlation value is 0.16. This
indicates that the letter P is only 16% similar to the letter E
and its discrimination is 84%. The noninvariant correlation

Fig. 2 Images of the invariant method: (a) input image, (b) modulus
of Fourier transform of the image, (c) parabolic-mask, (d) modulus
with parabolic-effect, (e) scale factor, (f) image (d) with scale factor,
(g) polar mapping of (f), and (h) log-polar mapping of (g). This image
is used for the calculation of the correlation invariant to translation,
rotation, and scale.
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value of POF �letter E� with the letter P is 53%. Again, our
methodology discriminates better.

Figure 3�d� shows the cross-correlation of the letter H
with the POF �letter E�. The cross-correlation value is 0.22.
This indicates that the letter H is only 22% similar to the
letter E and its discrimination is of 78%. The noninvariant
correlation value of POF �letter E� with letter H is 48%.
Therefore, the discrimination value is 52%; again, this
means that our methodology discriminates better.

3.2 Identification of Letters of Different Rotation and
Scale

To test our method with respect to change of rotation and
scale of the letters, cross-correlations of different letters �F,
A, B, and C� were calculated with the POF �letter E�. The
registration of the difference of rotation and scale of the

letters to be identified was also done in this test. Correlation
values obtained with the POF �letter E, size 100%� and the
images of the letter E for different scale are shown �Fig.
4�a�	. The images of the letter E varied from 50 to 150% in
scale with respect to the letter E in its original size. The x
axis shows the scale variable �in percent�. The y axis rep-
resents the correlation values. The minimum value obtained
in Fig. 4�a� was 0.43 with a difference in scale of 50%. This
means that, according to the defined threshold criterion, we
can consider our approach to be scale invariant with a
threshold of 0.4.

Figure 4�b� visualizes the individual locations of the cor-
relation peaks while varying the scale of the image. It can
be verified that this variation only occurs parallel to the x
axis. In the log-polar-transformed image, variation in scale
maps the displacement along the log(r) axis �Fig. 2�h�	. Or

Fig. 3 Discrimination of a phase-only filter invariant correlation. (a) Autocorrelation of the letter E with
the phase-only filter of letter E. This value is normalized within the maximum correlation value. (b)
Cross-correlation of letter F with E. (c) Cross-correlation of letter P with E, and (d) cross-correlation of
letter H with E.
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stated the other way round, if we knew the position of the
correlation peaks in the correlation plane �as in Fig. 4�b�	,
we can infer the according scale. In this representation we
can observe that the values of pixels are lying in the inter-
val from 110 to 160, while the scale varies from 150 to
50%. The central value �129, 129� corresponds to the cor-
relation peak when there is no difference in size between
the letter to identify and the letter of the filter �i.e., the
reference size 100%�. As the size of the image decreases,
the displacement of the peak proceeds toward the right.
This means it goes from 129 to 160 along the x axis, and
afterward, when the scale varies from 150 to 100%, the
location of the peak varies from 110 to 129 along the x axis.
Thus we have an unambiguous position-scale relation at
our disposal.

In Fig. 4�c� we present the results of the correlation of
the POF �letter E� with rotated versions of the letter. The
rotation angle is plotted along the x axis. We calculated the
correlation �y axis� for rotation angles from 0 to 90 deg in
steps of 5 deg. In the graphics we observe a decline in the
correlation value to a minimum of 0.4. This effect can be
attributed to the highly discriminative characteristics of the
phase-only filters �i.e., they respond very sensibly to small

changes in the image�. Again if we consider a threshold
value of 0.4, we can consider our system as invariant to
rotation.

Figure 4�d� shows the locations of the individual corre-
lation peaks of Fig. 4�c�. While varying the angle of rota-
tion, correlation peaks go in the y axis direction. If there is
no rotation, our peak will be found at the position of �129,
129�. If we rotate clockwise, our values will vary from 129
to 85 pixels. The total interval covered goes from 80 to 213
pixels. For rotation angles greater than 55 deg, the correla-
tion peak is shifted to pixel 213 �y axis�. In this way we get
a relation between rotation of the image and the location of
the correlation peak.

Comparisons among the results of the POF �letter E�
with itself and with the letters F, A, B, and C are shown in
Fig. 5. We can see that our method discriminates very well
considering a threshold of 0.4.

To consider why 0.4 is a good threshold value for letter
E or other cases, we need to consider the spectral window
in the sample theorem. We know that sample interval a and
data number N are important to analyze the Nyquist fre-
quency and possible noise in the low frequencies. For this
case, the two dimensional window can be written like:

Fig. 4 Correlation of the letter E at different scales and rotations as calculated with the POF (letter E)
in an invariant identification system. (a) Correlation values at different scales, (b) Location of the
correlation peaks of (a), (c) Correlation values at different angles of rotation, and (d) Location of the
correlation peaks of (c).
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w�x ,y ��comb�x ,y �rect�x ,y �,

where

comb�x ,y ��comb�x �comb�y �,

and

comb�x �� 

n���

��

��x�na �,

comb�y �� 

m���

��

��y�ma �,

respectively. The rect(x ,y) function is defined as

rect�x ,y ��rect�x �rect�y �,

where

rect�x ���x
� x�

N

2

N
� �� 1 for 1xN

0 for another interval

rect�y ���y
� y�

N

2

N
� �� 1 for 1yN

0 for another interval

and N is the number of data in the window. For this par-
ticular case we consider a square window.
So,

w�x ,y �� 

n���

��



m���

��

��x�na ���y�ma �rect�x �rect�y �,

w�x ,y �� 

n��N/2

N/2



m��N/2

N/2

��x�na ���y�ma �.

Now, the Fourier transform of w(x ,y) is

W� f x , f y��N2
sin c�Na f x�sin c�Na f y�

sin c�a f x�sin c�a f y�
,

where f x , f y are the frequencies in the x and y axes, re-
spectively. Now, the discrete signal can be written as:

ĝ�x ,y ��g�x ,y �w�x ,y �,

where g(x ,y) is the continuous signal and w(x ,y) is the
sample window. From the convolution theorem we have

Ĝ� f x , f y��G� f x , f y�*W� f x , f y�,

where the asterisk means convolution operation. So Ĝ will
look like G if W looks like delta functions. In our case, Fig.
6 shows a profile of W in the x axis, where we can see the
noise in the low frequencies and bigger frequencies when
we have images over 150% in scale. This is because scaling
the image is similar to change in the sample interval a in
the discrete sample. For this reason we have considered
150% as the upper limit in our methodology for recogniz-
ing the object over a value of 0.4. In another case, reducing
the scale implies reducing information of the high frequen-
cies because the Nyquist frequency changes. For this rea-

Fig. 5 Cross-correlation of the POF (letter E): (a) with letters E y F
and (b) with letters A, B, and C. Both cases are for different rotation
and scale of the letters.

Fig. 6 Spectral window for different scales.
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son we have considered the lower limit as 50% of scaling
change with respect to the target. For example, Fig. 7
shows how the images look when we reduce the scale be-
low 50% with reference to the target. High frequency in-
formation is lost when the scale is reduced. So, our limits in
this methodology are from 50 to 150% considering a target
100% in scale. From these limits we have obtained the 0.4
value as threshold. Our results shown in Fig. 5 justify this
value. The estimate scale changes are given by the ratio
0.5/1.5�0.33. In this way, the 0.4 value indicates that ex-
perimentally this method gives a confidence value bigger
than estimated.

The image in Fig. 8�a� shows three letters at different
angles of rotation, but with the same scale for each of the
three letters. In Fig. 8�b�, the correlation graph of the in-
variant identification system is presented. The correlation
peaks are indicated with arrows. In this graphic we can
observe that along the y axis there is no displacement of the
correlation peaks. This gives us the information that the
letters do not present any variation in size. On the other

hand, we observe that the peaks are distributed along the x
axis, which indicates that the letters present differences in
the angles of rotation, and these differences are reflected in
the locations of the correlation peaks.

In the same way, Fig. 9 shows the result when we have
three images of different scale. Three peaks in the y direc-
tion are shown. Each one represents the scale involved in
the letters.

Our system can be applied to medical images. To pro-
vide a good picture of the inside of the body, one might
decide to use images of different types �e.g., MRI and
x-rays�. However, these images are seldom in exact register
with respect to scale and orientation. So, if we want to fuse
such images, we have to discount scale, rotation, and trans-
lation to achieve an unambiguous mapping between the
spatial positions of both images. To do so, we might have
some reference images, for example the bones of a healthy
subject, and determine the maximum correlation with the
region of interest. Of course, for each type �x-rays, MRI�
we need a corresponding reference image.

Fig. 7 Images of letter E below 50% scale with respect to the target.

Fig. 8 Invariant identification and registration of location of rotation for three letters.
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4 Conclusions

Our system is digital only, and this may be an advantage
considering the rapid development of fast hardware. This
may enable identification in real time. Hybrid systems, on
the other hand �composed of an optical and digital part�,
possess the disadvantage that they cannot be handled as
easily as digital systems and are more costly to implement.
The features of our system of invariant identification are:

1. The enhancement of high frequencies, using this par-
ticular filter, emphasizes the high frequencies of a
power spectrum without affecting the low frequen-
cies. This process makes the complete spectral infor-
mation available for the correlation process. Or,
stated differently, all the information of the image has
roughly the same degree of importance.

2. Interpolation of the polar-rectangular mapping. This
process has the characteristic of avoiding aliasing,
which might be present at low spatial frequencies.
Some authors �Milanese and Cherbuliez14� utilize
low-step filtering to overcome the problem of alias-
ing �which includes the loss of information at these
frequencies�, which may lead to a higher probability
of false identification.

3. The use of phase-only filters invariant to position,
rotation, and scale. These filters, besides presenting
the properties of better discrimination and less noise
in the correlation peak, give us information of the
location of the object. Note that we obtained a higher
degree of discrimination as reported by Moreno
et al.15 by using phase-only filters and binary-
amplitude phase-only filters. The discrimination abil-
ity in our case is 27%, whereas Moreno et al.15 re-
ported 64% �phase-only filters� and 43% �binary-
amplitude phase-only filters�.

However, a problem is observed by calculating cross-

correlations with phase-only filters. Due to their high ca-
pacity of discrimination, any variation of scale and rotation
is reflected in the correlation value. But the correlation ob-
tained by comparing letters with scaled and rotated versions
of itself is nevertheless bigger than comparing the consid-
ered letter with rotated and scaled versions of a different
letter.
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